Energy Dependence of Proton Damage in AlGaAs Light-Emitting Diodes
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Abstract—We measure the energy dependence of proton-induced LED degradation using large numbers of devices and incremental exposures to gain high confidence in the proton energy dependence and device-to-device variability of damage. We compare single versus double heterojunction AlGaAs technologies (emitting at 880 nm and 830 nm, respectively) to previous experimental and theoretical results. We also present a critical review of the use of nonionizing energy loss in AlGaAs for predictions of on-orbit degradation and assess the uncertainties inherent in this approach.

I. INTRODUCTION

A detailed understanding of proton-induced degradation in modern light-emitting diode (LED) technologies is paramount to assessing their reliability in optocoupler structures and in other applications common to many satellite designs. Our study addresses the need to develop an understanding of the types of structures and material systems that exhibit tolerance to proton degradation, and the need to gain confidence in our test methods and models for applying laboratory studies to calculate the anticipated device response in a given proton environment. We focus on LED technologies that are commonly found in commercially available devices since they are the most practical option for satellite designers.

Barnes and coworkers were among the first to recognize the degradation mechanisms and relative sensitivities of GaAs based LED structures. They reported their findings in [1]–[3] where they described the role of displacement damage in degrading the carrier lifetime and introducing defects that allow nonradiative recombination that competes with the desired radiative recombination process. In particular, they identify amphoterically doped LED structures as being especially sensitive to these effects. More recently, several groups [4]–[7] have extended these studies to current LED technologies (some used in optocouplers) and confirmed that amphoterically doped devices appear to be much more sensitive to proton displacement effects than heterostructure based approaches.

In [4] it was noted that longer wavelength (890 nm) AlGaAs amphoteric LEDs were particularly sensitive and resulted in optocoupler failure on the TOPEX satellite. Our study extends these investigations by comparing single versus double heterostructure AlGaAs LED devices (emitting at 880 nm and 830 nm, respectively) to assess their tolerance to protons.

The extension of accelerator-based proton degradation test data to predict on-orbit performance of a given optocoupler or LED technology requires good knowledge of the energy dependence of proton damage and careful selection of the proton test energy or energies. As we discuss in Section II, studies of the utility of the energy dependence of the Nonionizing Energy Loss (NIEL) for protons in GaAs-based devices have not all supported the use of the NIEL as an appropriate metric for describing the energy dependence of damage in III–V devices. Therefore, a second major objective of our study addresses this as yet unresolved issue by conducting an extensive investigation of the proton energy dependence of AlGaAs LEDs over the proton energy range from 10 MeV to 500 MeV. By relying on large numbers of devices and 5 or greater exposure increments at a given energy, we assure that the trends noted are statistically significant and also arrive at a measure of the device-to-device dependence of the measured damage factors.

II. NIEL AND GAAS STRUCTURES

In order to calculate the expected radiation response of a device in a proton environment, it is necessary to measure or make assumptions on the energy dependence for the performance parameter of interest. This is important because flight programs typically expect on-orbit performance predictions based on measurements made at a single or a few energies. For device properties that degrade primarily as a result of displacement damage, one typically uses the calculated NIEL as a function of incident proton energy for the relevant material. In the case of GaAs (and related compounds) this approach entails significant uncertainty because of observed deviations between the NIEL energy dependence and those observed experimentally [8].

Deviations at very low proton energies (approaching the displacement energy thresholds) are expected [9], [10], but they are not generally of concern for proton applications in shielded spacecraft components because they contribute little to the total displacement damage behind typical shielding. However, deviations from the energy dependence of the calculated NIEL have been observed GaAs (as well as Si) device measurements as discussed further in [11]. Depending on how the damage factor measurements were normalized to NIEL, the deviations have...
been reported either as over estimate of damage factors by the NIEL energy dependence at higher energies, or when the normalization is made at higher energies, being underestimated at the lower energies. The earliest energy dependent GaAs displacement damage factors were measured using J-FETs and resistors [12]–[14]. The damage factors deviated from NIEL at higher proton energies by falling below the calculated NIEL. However, the authors in [12] and [13] suggest the discrepancy as due to a lack of displacement damage equilibrium in the thin active regions near the surface of the devices (which were irradiated from the front), and conclude that the data should follow the NIEL energy dependence even at higher proton energies. Carlone et al. [14] conclude that the agreement between the calculated NIEL and experimental damage factors would improve at higher energies if the treatment of the inelastic scattering parameter is improved.

In contrast with these results, later experimental work by Luera et al. [15], Griffin et al. [16], Barry et al. [8], and the present paper, all indicate that higher energy protons are more effective at producing displacement damage in GaAs as compared to higher energy protons (in relation to predictions assuming damage correlates with NIEL). Luera et al. and Griffin et al. measured carrier removal damage factors in Van der Pauw samples and minority carrier lifetime degradation in LEDs resulting from neutron irradiation. Detailed calculations of the displacement kerma function were performed and the 14 MeV-to-reactor experimental damage ratios were smaller than predicted. The results were explained by variations in the recombination efficiency of the Frenkel pairs in the initial collision cascade as a function of Primary Knock-on Atom (PKA) energy [15]. Further discussion of Frenkel pair recombination efficiency of the Frenkel pairs in the initial collision cascade as a function of Primary Knock-on Atom (PKA) energy [15]. Further discussion of Frenkel pair recombination efficiency of the Frenkel pairs in the initial collision cascade as a function of Primary Knock-on Atom (PKA) energy [15]. Further discussion of Frenkel pair recombination efficiency of the Frenkel pairs in the initial collision cascade as a function of Primary Knock-on Atom (PKA) energy [15]. Further discussion of Frenkel pair recombination efficiency of the Frenkel pairs in the initial collision cascade as a function of Primary Knock-on Atom (PKA) energy [15].

To date, the most extensive set of GaAs damage constants is described in a 1995 paper by Barry et al. in which minority carrier lifetime damage factors in amphoterically doped GaAs LEDs were measured for proton energies as high as ~500 MeV [8]. In Fig. 1, the experimental results are compared with the NIEL calculation by Summers [13] by normalizing them at 10 MeV, and a clear discrepancy is observed in the 150–500 MeV range. (Note that Summers et al. [10] revised the NIEL calculation in 1993, there was very little difference between the values computed for NIEL in the 1993 and that in the 1988 paper [13].) It is worthwhile noting that there are two photoluminescence studies performed on GaAs irradiated with protons in the same energy range [14], [15] that are also consistent with the results of Barry et al. [8]. In contrast, Lee et al. [17] present lifetime degradation measurements for various proton energies on a AlGaAs multiquantum-well laser diodes and show an apparent trend that somewhat consistent with NIEL. However, the authors conclude that the energy dependence is inconclusive due to the lack of statistics.

Finally, we note that the 1993 paper by Summers et al. [10] claims to have demonstrated a general linear correlation between device “proton damage coefficients” and NIEL for Si, GaAs and InP, using “solar cells as examples.” Nevertheless, the data presented in that work do not cover the relevant range of proton energies for most satellite applications which are more heavily shielded. For example, both the GaAs data (from [18]) and the InP data (from [19]) are for protons below 20 MeV, and are indeed most relevant to lightly shielded solar cell applications. It is interesting to note that a recent paper based on the same solar cell data set [18], shows damage coefficients falling below the calculated GaAs NIEL at higher proton energies [20], consistent with Fig. 1.

In summary, there is a lack of consensus in the literature concerning the applicability of present NIEL calculations to describe the energy dependence of displacement damage factors in GaAs devices.

Finally, the remainder of this paper will present results of extensive energy-dependent damage-factor studies for both single and double heterojunction GaAs-based LEDs. We have undertaken a careful set of measurements on currently relevant commercial LEDs in an attempt to reduce the uncertainty in the use of NIEL to make space predictions for optocouplers and LEDs. Note that the total NIEL for a compound material such as AlGaAs is calculated by summing the contributions of each element weighted by its atomic fraction [21]. The results for Al_{0.05}Ga_{0.95}As (estimated values for the double heterojunction LEDs used in this paper) are virtually identical to the GaAs NIEL.

III. DEVICES AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

In this study we evaluate a set of Single Heterojunction (SH) LEDs and a set of Double Heterojunction (DH) LEDs for proton sensitivity. The LEDs were provided by Isolink, Inc which manufactures optocouplers (the LED manufacture is proprietary). The double heterojunction LED is used in the OLH249 optocoupler and the single heterojunction LED is used in the 4N49 optocoupler. Fig. 2 gives a illustration of the different layers that form each type of LED. The two device types are described in the 1988 paper [13].) It is worthwhile noting that there are two photoluminescence studies performed on GaAs irradiated with protons in the same energy range [14], [15] that are also consistent with the results of Barry et al. [8]. In contrast, Lee et al. [17] present lifetime degradation measurements for various proton energies on a AlGaAs multiquantum-well laser diodes and show an apparent trend that somewhat consistent with NIEL. However, the authors conclude that the energy dependence is inconclusive due to the lack of statistics.

Finally, we note that the 1993 paper by Summers et al. [10] claims to have demonstrated a general linear correlation between device “proton damage coefficients” and NIEL for Si, GaAs and InP, using “solar cells as examples.” Nevertheless, the data presented in that work do not cover the relevant range of proton energies for most satellite applications which are more heavily shielded. For example, both the GaAs data (from [18]) and the InP data (from [19]) are for protons below 20 MeV, and are indeed most relevant to lightly shielded solar cell applications. It is interesting to note that a recent paper based on the same solar cell data set [18], shows damage coefficients falling below the calculated GaAs NIEL at higher proton energies [20], consistent with Fig. 1.

In summary, there is a lack of consensus in the literature concerning the applicability of present NIEL calculations to describe the energy dependence of displacement damage factors in GaAs devices.

Finally, the remainder of this paper will present results of extensive energy-dependent damage-factor studies for both single and double heterojunction GaAs-based LEDs. We have undertaken a careful set of measurements on currently relevant commercial LEDs in an attempt to reduce the uncertainty in the use of NIEL to make space predictions for optocouplers and LEDs. Note that the total NIEL for a compound material such as AlGaAs is calculated by summing the contributions of each element weighted by its atomic fraction [21]. The results for Al_{0.05}Ga_{0.95}As (estimated values for the double heterojunction LEDs used in this paper) are virtually identical to the GaAs NIEL.
simultaneously exposed a group of unbiased LEDs at each proton energy to specified fluence levels, and measured the LED output power after each exposure. Simultaneously exposing all LEDs at each energy resulted in minimizing uncertainty in the exposure levels. The largest uncertainty is the beam uniformity which is measured when necessary. A new group of LEDs was used for each proton energy.

The test setup allows for monitoring the output power of up to 21 LEDs independently. The output power was measured at various locations around each LED relative to the emitting surface of the LED. Fig. 3 shows a diagram of the test setup. An Externally Calibrated Photodetector (EPD) collected a portion of the LED output power. An \(x, y, z, \theta\) (or 4D) stage was used to move the device between the detector and the proton beam and also to systematically map out the LED radiance field around the peak emission direction (\(x\) and \(\theta\) are not shown in Fig. 3).

Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the test setup. The 4D stage was used to map the output of the LED by moving the position of the LED relative to the EPD in small discrete steps. The EPD output is recorded as a function of relative position, giving a full mapping of the LED output power over position, see Fig. 5. The variation of the EPD output from maximum value (or peak position) to the minimum value position is less than a 50%, defining an “area” over which the LED output will be measured. For this study, the location that gives the peak value of the output power was used to compare the post-irradiation and pre-irradiation measurements. To ensure that the peak value was measured, a complete scan over each exposed LED was completed after each exposure.

Customized LAB VIEW® software provided a user interface to control signals to the LED and EPD. The software automatically monitors the EPD output and records each output power at each location to a file. In all cases LED forward current was held constant at 4 mA. The selection of this test condition was carefully chosen to represent a typical application current while minimizing device annealing as discussed below.

**TABLE I**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOUBLE HETEROJUNCTION LEDS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>815 – 845 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductor</td>
<td>AlGaAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Region Dopant</td>
<td>Te</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Region Thickness ((x_1))</td>
<td>40 – 80 (\mu)m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Layer Dopant</td>
<td>Zn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Layer Thickness ((x_2))</td>
<td>0.5 – 2.0 (\mu)m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Dopant</td>
<td>Zn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Region Thickness ((x_3))</td>
<td>10 – 40 (\mu)m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall LED Thickness</td>
<td>300 – 450 (\mu)m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device obtained</td>
<td>LOT #3 -- 18 LEDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LOT #4 -- 191 LEDs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGLE HETEROJUNCTION LEDS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wavelength</td>
<td>860 – 900 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductor</td>
<td>AlGaAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Region Dopant</td>
<td>Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Region Thickness ((y_1))</td>
<td>50 – 110 (\mu)m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Dopant</td>
<td>Zn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P Region Thickness ((y_2))</td>
<td>130 – 250 (\mu)m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Device obtained</td>
<td>LOT #1 – 191 LEDs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are several experimental issues that need careful attention when making LED measurements. We detail some of those below.

We ensured the repeatability of the LED output values after moving between the irradiation and the measurement positions by reproducing pre-irradiation measurements several times. The measurements were reproducible to better than 2%.

Injection current annealing can occur in LEDs [1], [7]. A study was completed to demonstrate that injection current annealing did not impact the LED output power measured during this study. These results showed that when the forward current is held at 4 mA and the total time the LED was biased was less than 10 minutes the injection current annealing was held to <12%. These results also showed that if the total on time was less than 1 min the injection current annealing was held to less than 3%. Typical measurement times were approximately 70 seconds, and therefore injection annealing had little effect on the determination of output degradation which was typically greater than 25% for a given exposure.

Stability of the LED output was verified prior to data collection. A study that measured the changes in output power just after an irradiation was conducted. We found that the LEDs stabilized in a few seconds. We also found that after irradiation the output power at 5 seconds and 30 seconds after applying bias were within 1.2%.

Beam dosimetry issues like flux uniformity, energy spreading at low energies, and accuracy across facilities were quantified. The latter two will be addressed later. The proton beam profiles were measured using radiation sensitive film for each proton energy. The film was used to determine the beam profile and the fluence was corrected all variations in beam uniformity across the exposure area. For all tests the cyclotron was tuned to the test energy, this reduced the uncertainty in beam energy.

The test facilities used were University of California at Davis Crocker Nuclear Laboratory (CNL) and Tri-University Meson Facility’s (TRIUMF’s) Proton Irradiation Facility (PIF). CNL proton energies were 63, 20 and 9.5 MeV. TRIUMF energies were 62, 225, 200, and 500 MeV. All energies at both facilities were achieved by tuning the cyclotron so that energy straggling of a degraded beam was not a concern.

### A. Experimental Details for Single Heterojunction LEDs

The single heterojunction LEDs were exposed to 9.5, 20, 62, 63, 103, 200, and 500 MeV protons. For all energies all LEDs were exposed to between $8.5 \times 10^{10}$ to $1 \times 10^{11}$ p/cm$^2$. All beams were monitored for uniformity across the exposure area. This uniformity was within 10% for the 62, 63, 103, 200, and 500 MeV beams. The 9.5 and 20 MeV fluence data was corrected for the nonuniformity.

Using TRIM we estimate the spread in the proton energy due to shadowing from 1.3 mil gold bond wires, gold bonds, and the AlGaAs 50–110 μm N region epilayer. For the 9.5 MeV proton beam, approximately 81% of the protons had energies between 7.8 and 8.8 MeV, ~16% between 7.4 and 6.3 MeV, and ~3% between 5.8 and 4.4 MeV. The spreads at all other energies were within the data point symbols.

### B. Experimental Details for Double Heterojunction LEDs

Double heterojunction lot #4 LEDs were exposed to 9.5, 20, 63, 103, 200, and 500 MeV protons. For all energies all LEDs were exposed to the between 1.2 to $3 \times 10^{12}$ p/cm$^2$. All beams were monitored for uniformity across the exposure area. This uniformity was within 10% for the 63, 103, and 200 MeV beams. The 9.5, 20 and 500 MeV fluence data was to be corrected for the nonuniformity.

Double heterojunction lot #3 LEDs were exposed to 9.5, 30, 63, 103, 225, and 500 MeV protons. For all energies all LEDs were exposed to the between 2 to $4 \times 10^{11}$ p/cm$^2$. All beams were monitored for uniformity across the exposure area. This uniformity was within 10% for the all energies.

Using TRIM we estimate the spread in the proton energy due to shadowing from 1.3 mil gold bond wires, gold bonds, and the AlGaAs 40–80 μm N region epilayer. For the 9.5 MeV proton beam, approximately 81% of the protons had energies between 8.3 and 8.9 MeV, ~16% between 6.8 and 7.5 MeV, and ~3% between 6.0 and 5.1 MeV. The spreads at all other energies are within the data point symbols.

## IV. Output Power Dependence on Proton Fluence

As outlined earlier displacement damage effects that result in the creation of nonradiative recombination centers are the likely mechanism for output power degradation of LEDs. The result is a decrease in minority carrier lifetime. Direct measurement of the lifetime has been described in [22], [8].

In this study, we are not specifically interested in the absolute value of the damage factor, rather in its energy dependence. This can be determined by observing the relative change as a function of proton energy.

The measurement approach chosen for this study allowed for simple measurement of output power incident on a photodiode (see Section V). We employed a method described by Barnes et al. [1] to determine the damage factor from the output power measurements. In [1] the authors developed a series of relationships that relate changes in LED output power to fluence.
These relationships depend on the initial lifetime ($\tau_0$) and the damage factor ($K$). The general result of this work is given by:

$$\frac{P_0}{P} = (1 + \tau_0 K \varphi)^N$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

where $P_0$ is the initial output power and $P$ is the post-irradiation output power. In the current work, we fit this equation to experimental data using the lifetime-damage-factor product ($\tau_0 K$) and $N$ as fitting parameters.

As it turns out one can determine $N$ if enough information is known about the LED and how it is used. The details of the parameters that determine $N$ for a specific LED are given in [1]. We summarize them here: 1) $N$ is defined by the distribution of the radiative recombination centers throughout the active region of the LED. A linear grading of recombination centers will give a different value for $N$ than a uniform distribution of these centers. Protons create nonradiative centers, therefore the distribution of radiative centers is not affected by proton exposures. 2) $N$ also depends on the current flow mechanisms that induce radiative recombination. An LEDs response to radiation will be different depending whether its the recombination current is dominated by diffusion current versus space-charge current. 3) Finally, the value of $N$ depends on whether the device is used with a constant forward bias or a constant forward current. The important point to take away from this summary is that $N$ does not depend on proton energy. So, determining $N$ by any means will fix the value of $N$ for all energies.

We chose to determine $N$ experimentally, by estimating the value of $\tau_0 K$ and $N$ for each LED type using output power degradation data obtained on 21 LEDs of each type exposed at 20 MeV protons. These data were fit using equation 1 and the values for $N$ were determined for all LEDs. Fig. 6 shows an example of this for each LED type. (The forward current was 4 mA, this prevented corruption of data due to injection current annealing.) The figure plots the output power ratio ($P_0/P$) as a function of fluence for the single heterojunction (squares) and double heterojunction LEDs (diamonds). The fluence is normalized to $1 \times 10^{10}$ p/cm$^2$. The solid line associated with each data set is the best fit to the data. The equation of the best fit for each device type is given in the figure.

Using this type of analysis for the 21 LEDs of each type, we estimated the value for $N$. The value for the single heterojunction LEDs was found to be 1.63 with a standard deviation of 0.03. The value of $N$ for the double heterojunction LEDs was 1.00 with a standard deviation of 0.04. The high degree of correlation arises from both the well behaved progression of damage with proton fluence and also with the tight grouping of the device-to-device variability in the sets of 21 samples used throughout the study. All devices behaved very similarly and no outliers were excluded from the analysis. These values for $N$ will be used to fix the value of $N$ in equation (1). Then the lifetime-damage-factor product $\tau_0 K$ was determined at all test energies.

The data in Fig. 6 also demonstrate the relative sensitivity of each device type. These data show that the single heterojunction LEDs are much more sensitive than the double heterojunction devices. We also note that other studies [1], [7], [8], [17] have shown that amphoterically doped LEDs can be very sensitive to proton exposure on the same order as the single heterojunction LEDs used in our study. This places the sensitivity of the single heterojunction devices we examined among the least tolerant class of LED technologies used in commercially available optocouplers.

V. OUTPUT POWER DEPENDENCE ON PROTON ENERGY

The determination of the dependence of power degradation on proton fluence makes it possible to investigate the dependence of the same quantity on proton energy. As mentioned previously—and as indicated by the excellent quality of the fits in Fig. 6—the value of $N$ is independent of energy. This means that the energy dependence in equation (1) is contained in the lifetime-damage-factor product, $\tau_0 K$. Fig. 7 shows the values of $\tau_0 K$ giving the best fits to the data for single-heterojunction (upper curve, $N = 1.0$) and both lots of
the double-heterojunction devices (lower curve, \( N = 1.63 \)) to equation (1). The plot contains several notable characteristics.

First, there is fairly good agreement in the data from different beam lines and different facilities. In particular, the data for 63 MeV protons from CNL and those for 62 MeV protons at TRIUMF overlap within experimental errors (although there seems to be a slight systematic bias toward greater damage [\(-30\%\) on average] at the latter facility). Even more notable is the consistency over time of results from a given facility. The agreement of results for the two different lots (#3 and #4) of double-heterojunction devices, tested on different dates, indicates that if there are any systematic calibration errors, then they are at least self consistent. The overall consistency between various data sets suggests that systematic errors between facilities are unlikely to affect the qualitative or quantitative results of the current study.

Second, the fact that lots 3 and 4 yield similar values for \( \tau_0 K \), despite being irradiated to fluences different by factors of 6–7.5, suggests that, as expected, the damage factor-lifetime product is independent of fluence. Lastly, although the single-heterojunction devices sustain an order of magnitude more damage than the double-heterojunction devices, the general shapes of the curves are quite similar. This similarity argues for a common damage mechanism at work for both sets of devices. This raises the question of whether damage in these devices can be described in terms of NIEL.

At the very least, different devices or technologies can be compared using a Figure of Merit approach like that outlined by Barnes et al. in reference [1], with the suggested Figure-Of-Merit (FOM) being

\[
FOM = \frac{P_0}{JV} = \frac{\eta P}{\tau_0 K},
\]

where \( P_0 \) is the initial power at current \( J \) and voltage \( V \), and \( \eta \) is the device power efficiency. Using this FOM, the current data set makes clear that the single-heterojunction LEDs would need to be a factor of 10 more efficient than the double-heterojunction devices to compensate for their greater radiation-damage susceptibility.

VI. DISCUSSION

Figs. 8 and 9 compare \( \tau_0 K \) for single- and double-heterojunction LEDs, respectively, to NIEL as calculated by Summers et al. [12] (solid curve) and the results obtained by Barry et al. [8] (open squares in both plots). For these plots, the NIEL values are normalized to the values of \( \tau_0 K \) seen for the two device technologies at 10 MeV. It is clear that for both single- and double-heterojunction LEDs, the current data sets agree better with the experimental data from [8] than with the NIEL calculation [12]. (The significance of the slight upturn at high energy relative to the Barry data cannot be gauged at this time.)

The lack of consistency between calculated values of NIEL and the data presented here and in [8] argues against using the energy dependence of the NIEL to predict space-based performance of these LEDs from accelerator-based damage measurements at a single proton energy. Indeed, given the currently available experimental data, a conservative approach would be to measure damage at several energies and predict space-based performance by assuming the damage factor is piecewise continuous in proton energy. On the other hand, the similarity in the shapes of \( \tau_0 K \) vs. proton energy for both single- and double-heterojunction LEDs examined in the current work and for the data in [8] suggests that a “NIEL-like” approach may be possible using the proton-energy dependence observed in this experimental data.

Fig. 10 plots the various equivalent test fluence of 50 MeV or 200 MeV protons one would require to predict output power degradation due to damage from a combination of trapped and solar protons for a five year mission in a 600 km \( \times \) 90 degree circular orbit. The equivalent fluence is given for NIEL and for the trend given by experimental data in Figs. 8 or 9. For lightly shielded applications, this figure shows a large difference in the estimated mission equivalent fluence depending on which energy dependence is assumed in the calculation. This discrepancy disappears for heavily shielded applications. This is because low energy protons are more easily stopped by shielding.
correlating damage of various proton energies in GaAs based devices. We note a lack of consensus in the viability of the approach and cite several investigations that indicate that high energy protons, for which nuclear inelastic scattering is thought to be important, are not as damaging as lower energy protons for which the damage is dominated by Coulombic scattering.

Our study, spanning proton energies from 9.5 to 500 MeV, also indicates that higher energies are significantly less damaging than the NIEL correlation would suggest if the normalization were relative to low energy (e.g., 10 MeV protons). This discrepancy can lead to dramatically erroneous predictions if a single energy is used with the NIEL energy dependence to predict damage in a lightly shielded device. An indication of the severity of this effect was given in Fig. 10. Computing the single test energy equivalent fluence using NIEL would lead to underestimation of the damage by a factor of 3 to 7 for a device with 50 mils Al shielding depending on the proton energy selected for testing.

Our study was carried out on a specific set of LEDs (two types from a single source), we are cautious to generalize these results to other LEDs and other GaAs devices. However, we do note that our findings are consistent with other reported studies of GaAs based LEDs. With this in mind, we advise caution to anyone relying on the NIEL energy correlation and suggest the careful choice of test energy or preferably energies and as well as additional design margin to realistically bound the risk of on-orbit failures.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Our study has undertaken a systematic examination and comparison of proton damage in two types of commercially available LEDs of different designs. Both are found in commercially available optocouplers favored by satellite designers, and both are based on GaAs material systems. Our results also present a statistically significant comparison of single versus double heterojunction LEDs over the proton energy range from 9.5 to 500 MeV. Damage factors were carefully determined to assess their energy dependence versus that of the calculated NIEL for GaAs, and the results are similar in that the higher energy protons appear to be less damaging than expected. Though the trends with proton energy are similar, the relative tolerance is not so. The double heterojunction structure is significantly more tolerant to proton damage, while the single heterojunction device exhibits sensitivity similar to amphoterically doped LEDs which are noted for their problems in proton rich orbits.

With hardness assurance objectives in mind, we have critically examined the relative tolerance to displacement damage effects from proton bombardment and focused on the proton energy dependence of the degradation. Since such detailed investigations are usually out of scope for most flight projects, we compared our findings with typical hardness assurance approaches that sometimes rely on a single proton energy and correlation with the incident spectrum of protons energies using the energy dependence of the calculated nonionizing energy loss.

In part, our study was motivated by a review of the relevant literature, which we summarized here, for existing studies using the energy dependence of the calculated NIEL as a basis for
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